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Finding maximal quasiperiodiities in stringsGerth St�lting Brodal� Christian N. S. Pedersen�AbstratApostolio and Ehrenfeuht de�ned the notion of a maximal quasiperi-odi substring and gave an algorithm that �nds all maximal quasiperiodisubstrings in a string of length n in time O(n log2 n). In this paper wegive an algorithm that �nds all maximal quasiperiodi substrings in astring of length n in time O(n logn) and spae O(n). Our algorithm usesthe suÆx tree as the fundamental data struture ombined with eÆientmethods for merging and performing multiple searhes in searh trees.Besides �nding all maximal quasiperiodi substrings, our algorithm alsomarks the nodes in the suÆx tree that have a superprimitive path-label.1 IntrodutionCharaterizing and �nding regularities in strings are important problems inmany areas of siene. In moleular biology repetitive elements in hromo-somes determine the likelihood of ertain diseases. In probability theory reg-ularities are important in the analysis of stohasti proesses. In omputersiene repetitive elements in strings are important in e.g. data ompression,speeh reognition, oding, automata and formal language theory.A widely studied regularity in strings are onseutive ourrenes of thesame substring. Two onseutive ourrenes of the same substring is alledan ourrene of a square or a tandem repeat. This type of regularity was �rststudied by Thue [27, 28℄ at the beginning of this entury. Thue showed thatit is possible to onstrut arbitrary long strings over any alphabet of morethan two haraters that ontain no squares. Sine then a lot of work hasbeen done to develop eÆient methods to detet or ount squares in strings.Several methods [12, 20, 25℄ have been presented that determine if a string oflength n ontains a square in time O(n). Several methods [6, 9, 11, 18, 19, 26℄have been presented that �nd ourrenes of squares in a string of length n intime O(n logn) plus the time it takes to output the deteted squares. Reently�Basi Researh In Computer Siene (BRICS), Center of the Danish National Re-searh Foundation, Department of Computer Siene, University of Aarhus, Ny Munkegade,8000 �Arhus C, Denmark. E-mail: fgerth,stormg�bris.dk.1



two methods [15, 17℄ have been presented that �nd a ompat representationof all squares in a string of length n in time O(n).A way to desribe the regularity of an entire string in terms of repetitivesubstrings is the notion of a periodi string. Gus�eld [14, page 40℄ de�nesstring S as periodi if it an be onstruted by onatenations of a shorterstring �. The shortest string from whih S an be generated by onatena-tions is the period of S. A string that is not periodi is primitive. Some regu-larities in strings annot be haraterized eÆiently using periods or squares.To remedy this, Ehrenfeuht, as referred in [3℄, suggested the notation ofa quasiperiodi string. A string S is quasiperiodi if it an be onstrutedby onatenations and superpositions of a shorter string �. We say that �overs S. Several strings might over S. The shortest string that overs Sis the quasiperiod of S. A overing of S implies that S ontains a square,so by the result of Thue not all strings are quasiperiodi. A string that isnot quasiperiodi is superprimitive. Apostolio, Farah and Iliopoulos [5℄ pre-sented an algorithm that �nds the quasiperiod of a given string of length n intime O(n). This algorithm was simpli�ed and made on-line by Breslauer [8℄.Moore and Smyth [24℄ presented an algorithm that �nds all substrings thatovers a given string of length n in time O(n).Similar to the period of a string, the quasiperiod of a string desribes aglobal property of the string, but quasiperiods an also be used to haraterizesubstrings. Apostolio and Ehrenfeuht [4℄ introdued the notion of maximalquasiperiodi substrings of a string. Informally, a quasiperiodi substring of S with quasiperiod � is maximal if no extension of  an be overed by �or �a, where a is the harater following  in S. Apostolio and Ehrenfeuhtshowed that the maximal quasiperiodi substrings of S orrespond to path-labels of ertain nodes in the suÆx tree of S, and gave an algorithm that �ndsall maximal quasiperiodi substrings of a string of length n in time O(n log2 n)and spae O(n logn). The algorithm is based on a bottom-up traversal of thesuÆx tree in whih maximal quasiperiodi substrings are deteted at the nodesin the suÆx tree by maintaining various data strutures during the traversal.The general struture of the algorithm resembles the struture of the algorithmby Apostolio and Preparata [6℄ for �nding tandem repeats.In this paper we present an algorithm that �nds all maximal quasiperiodisubstrings in a string of length n in time O(n logn) and spae O(n). Simi-lar to the algorithm by Apostolio and Ehrenfeuht, our algorithm �nds themaximal quasiperiodi substrings in a bottom-up traversal of the suÆx tree.The improved time and spae bound is a result of using eÆient methods formerging and performing multiple searhes in searh trees, ombined with ob-serving that some of the work done, and data stored, by the Apostolio andEhrenfeuht algorithm is avoidable. The analysis of our algorithm is basedon a stronger version of the well known \smaller-half trik" used in the algo-2



rithms in [6, 11, 26℄ for �nding tandem repeats. The stronger version of the\smaller-half trik" is hinted at in [22, Exerise 35℄ and stated in Lemma 6.In [23, Chapter 5℄ it is used in the analysis of �nger searhes, and in [9℄ it isused in the analysis and formulation of an algorithm to �nd all maximal pairswith bounded gap in a string.Reently, and independent of our work, Iliopoulos and Mouhard in [16℄ re-ported to have an algorithm for �nding all maximal quasiperiodi substringsin a string of length n. They stated the running time of the algorithm tobe O(n logn). Their algorithm di�ers from our algorithm as it does not usethe suÆx tree as the fundamental data struture, but uses the partitioningtehnique used by Crohemore [11℄ ombined with several other data stru-tures. Our algorithm together with the algorithm by Iliopoulos and Mouhardshow that �nding maximal quasiperiodi substrings in a string an be donein two di�erent ways similar to the di�erene between the algorithms byCrohemore [11℄ and Apostolio and Preparata [6℄ for �nding tandem repeats.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we de�nethe preliminaries used in the rest of the paper. In Setion 3 we state andprove properties of quasiperiodi substrings and suÆx trees. In Setion 4 westate and prove results about eÆient merging of and searhing in height-balaned trees. In Setion 5 we stated our algorithm to �nd all maximalquasiperiodi substrings in a string. In Setion 6 we analyze the runningtime of our algorithm and in Setion 7 we show how the algorithm an beimplemented to use linear spae.2 De�nitionsIn the following we let S; �; �;  2 �� denote strings over some �nite alpha-bet �. We let jsj denote the length of S, S[i℄ the ith harater in S for1 � i � jSj, and S[i :: j℄ = S[i℄S[i + 1℄ � � � S[j℄ a substring of S. A string �ours in a string  at position i if � = [i :: i+ j�j � 1℄. We say that [j℄, forall i � j � i+ j�j � 1, is overed by the ourrene of � at position i.A string � overs a string  if every position in  is overed by an o-urrene of �. See Figure 1. Note that if � overs  then � is both a pre�xand a suÆx of . A string is quasiperiodi if it an be overed by a shorterstring. A string is superprimitive if it is not quasiperiodi, that is, if it annotg �Figure 1: A overing of a string  by a substring � of .3



be overed by a shorter string. A superprimitive string � is a quasiperiod ofa string  if � overs . In Lemma 1 we show that if � is unique, and � istherefore denoted the quasiperiod of .The suÆx tree T (S) of the string S is the ompressed trie of all suÆxes ofthe string S$, where $ =2 �. Eah leaf in T (S) represents a suÆx S[i :: n℄ of Sand is annotated with the index i. We refer to the set of indies stored at theleaves in the subtree rooted at node v as the leaf-list of v and denote it LL(v).Eah edge in T (S) is labelled with a nonempty substring of S suh that thepath from the root to the leaf annotated with index i spells the suÆx S[i :: n℄.We refer to the substring of S spelled by the path from the root to node v asthe path-label of v and denote it L(v).For a node v in T (S) we partition LL(v) = (i1; i2; : : : ; ik), ij < ij+1 for1 � j < k, into a sequene of disjoint subsequenes R1; R2; : : : ; Rr, suh thateah R` is a maximal subsequene ia; ia+1; : : : ; ib, where ij+1 � ij � jL(v)j fora � j < b. Eah R` is denoted a run at v and represents a maximal substringof S that an be overed by L(v), i.e. L(v) overs S[minR` :: jL(v)j � 1 +maxR`℄, and we say that R` is a run from minR` to jL(v)j � 1 + maxR`. Arun R` at v is said to oalese at v if R` ontains indies from at least twohildren of v, i.e. if for no hild w of v we have R` � LL(w). We use C(v) todenote the set of oalesing runs at v.3 Maximal quasiperiodi substringsIf S is a string and  = S[i :: j℄ a substring overed by a shorter string � =S[i :: i+j�j�1℄, then  is quasiperiodi and we desribe it by the triple (i; j; j�j).A triple (i; j; j�j) desribes a maximal quasiperiodi substring of S, in thefollowing abbreviated MQS, if the following requirements are satis�ed.1.  = S[i :: j℄ is quasiperiodi with quasiperiod �.2. If � overs S[i0 :: j0℄, where i0 � i � j � j0, then i0 = i and j0 = j.3. �S[j + 1℄ does not over S[i :: j + 1℄.The problem we onsider in this paper is for a string S to generate all triples(i; j; j�j) that desribe MQSs. This problem was �rst studied by Apostolioand Ehrenfeuht in [4℄. In the following we state important properties ofquasiperiodi substrings whih are essential to the algorithm to be presented.Lemma 1 Every quasiperiodi string  has a unique quasiperiod �.Proof. Assume that  is over by two distint superprimitive strings � and �.Sine � and � are pre�xes of  we an without loss of generality assume that �is a proper pre�x of �. Sine � and � are suÆxes of , then � is also a proper4



suÆx of �. Sine � and � over , and � is a pre�x and suÆx of � it followsthat � overs �, implying the ontradition that � is not superprimitive. 2Lemma 2 If  ours at position i and j in S, and 1 � j � i � jj=2, then is quasiperiodi.Proof. Let � be the pre�x of  of length jj�(j� i), i.e. � = S[i :: i+ jj�(j�i)�1℄ = S[j :: i+jj�1℄. Sine j�i � jj=2 implies that i�1+jvj�(j�i) � j�1,we onlude that � overs . 2Lemma 3 If the triple (i; j; j�j) desribes a MQS in S, then there exists anon-leaf node in the suÆx tree T (S) with path-label �.Proof. Assume that � overs the quasiperiodi substring S[i :: j℄ and that nonode in T (S) has path-label �. Sine all ourrenes of � in S are followedby the same harater a = S[i+ j�j℄, �a must over S[i :: j +1℄, ontraditingthe maximality requirement 3. 2Lemma 4 If  is a quasiperiodi substring in S with quasiperiod � and u isa non-leaf node in the suÆx tree T (S) with path-label , then there exists ananestor node v of u in T (S) with path-label �.Proof. Sine u is a non-leaf node in T (S) of degree at least two, there existharaters a and b suh that both a and b our in S. Sine � is a suÆxof  we then have that both �a and �b our in S, i.e. there exist two suÆxesof S having respetively pre�x �a and �b, implying that there exists a node vin T (S) with L(v) = �. Sine � is also a pre�x of , node v is an anestornode of u in T (S). 2Lemma 5 If v is a node in the suÆx tree T (S) with a superprimitive path-label �, then the triple (i; j; j�j) desribes a MQS in S if and only if there is arun R from i to j that oaleses at v.Proof. Let (i; j; j�j) desribe a MQS in S and assume that the run R 2 C(v)from i and j does not oalese at v. Then there exists a hild v0 of v inT (S) suh that R � LL(v0). The �rst symbol along the edge from v to v0 isa = S[i+ j�j℄. Every ourrene of � in R is thus followed by a, i.e. �a oversS[i :: j+1℄. This ontradits the maximality requirement 3 and shows the \if"part of the theorem.Let R be a oalesing run from i to j at node v, i.e. L(v) = � oversS[i :: j℄, and let a = S[j + 1℄. To show that (i; j; j�j) desribes a MQS in S5



it is suÆient to show that �a does not over S[i :: j + 1℄. Sine R oalesesat v, there exists a minimal i00 2 R suh that �a does not our in S atposition i00. If i00 = i = minR then �a annot over S at position i00 sine it bythe de�nition of R annot our any position ` in S satisfying i�j�j � ` � i. Ifi00 6= i = minR then �a ours at minR and maxR, i.e. there exists i0; i000 2 R,suh that i0 < i00 < i000, �a ours at i0 and i000 in S, and �a does not oour atany position ` in S satisfying i0 < ` < i000. To onlude that (i; j; j�j) desribesa MQS we only have to show that S[i000 � 1℄ is not overed by the ooureneof �a at position i0, i.e. i000�i0 > j�j+1. By Lemma 2 follows that i00�i0 > j�j=2and i000 � i00 > j�j=2, so i000 � i0 � j�j + 1. Now assume that i000 � i0 = j�j + 1.This implies that j�j is odd and that i00 � i0 = i000 � i00 = (j�j + 1)=2. Usingthis we geta = S[i0 + jvj℄ = S[i00 + (jvj � 1)=2℄ = S[i000 + (jvj � 1)=2℄ = S[i00 + jvj℄ 6= a :This ontradition shows that (i; j; j�j) desribes a MQS and shows the \onlyif" part of the theorem. 2Theorem 1 Let v be a non-leaf node in T (S) with path-label �. Sine v isa non-leaf node in T (S) there exists i1; i2 2 LL(v) suh that S[i1 + j�j℄ 6=S[i2 + j�j℄. The path-label � is quasiperiodi if and only if there exists ananestor node u 6= v of v in T (S) with path-label � that for ` = 1 or ` = 2satis�es the following two onditions.1. Both i` and i` + j�j � j�j belong to a oalesing run R at u, and2. for all i0; i00 2 LL(u), ji0 � i00j > j�j=2.Proof. If � is superprimitive, then no string � overs �, i.e. there exists nonode u in T (S) where C(u) inludes a run ontaining both i` and i`+ j�j� j�jfor ` = 1 or ` = 2. If � is quasiperiodi, then we argue that the quasiperiod �of � satis�es 1 and 2. Sine � is superprimitive, 2 is satis�ed by Lemma 2.Sine � is the quasiperiod of �, we by Lemma 4 have that � is the path-labelof a node u in T (S). Sine � = S[i1 :: i1+ j�j�1℄ = S[i2 :: i2+ j�j�1℄ = S[i1+j�j�j�j :: i1+ j�j�1℄ = S[i2+ j�j�j�j :: i2+ j�j�1℄ and S[i1+ j�j℄ 6= S[i2+ j�j℄then either S[i1+j�j℄ 6= S[i1+j�j℄ or S[i2+j�j℄ 6= S[i2+j�j℄, whih implies thateither i1 and i1 + j�j � j�j are in a oalesing run at u, or i2 and i2 + j�j � j�jare in a oalesing run at u. 2Theorem 2 A triple (i; j; j�j) desribes a MQS in S if and only if the follow-ing three requirements are satis�ed1. There exists a non-leaf node v in T (S) with path-label �.6



3113 415 25 37 447 17 30 35 42 4914 21Figure 2: A height-balaned tree.2. The path-label � is superprimitive.3. There exists a oalesing run R from i to j at v.Proof. The theorem follows diretly from the de�nition of MQS, Lemma 3 andLemma 5. 24 Searhing and merging height-balaned treesIn this setion we onsider various operations on height-balaned binary trees,e.g. AVL-trees [1℄, and present an extension of the well-known \smaller-halftrik" whih implies a non-trivial bound on the time it takes to perform asequene of operations on height-balaned binary trees. This bound is essen-tial to the running time of our algorithm for �nding maximal quasiperiodisubstrings to be presented in the next setion.A height-balaned tree is a binary searh tree where eah node stores anelement from a sorted list, suh that for eah node v, the elements in the leftsubtree of v are smaller than the element at v, and the elements in the rightsubtree of v are larger than the element at v. A height-balaned tree satis�esthat for eah node v, the heights of the left and right subtree of v di�er by atmost one. Figure 2 shows a height-balaned tree with 15 elements. A height-balaned tree with n elements has height O(log n), and element insertions,deletions, and membership queries an be performed in time O(log n), whereupdates are based on performing left and right rotations in the tree. We referto [2℄ for further details.For a sorted list L = (x1; : : : ; xn) of n distint elements, and an element xand a value Æ, we de�ne the following funtions whih apture the notation ofpredeessors and suessors of an element, and the notation of �-predeessorsand �-suessors whih in Setion 5 will be used to ompute the head and7



315 496135 306 4135 49555 72 2514 305 3735 372 4442 4957 1714 214 30 35 42 4914 21Figure 3: An extended height-balaned tree. Eah node with at least onehild is annotated with min (left), max (right) and max-gap (bottom). Theemphasized path is the searh path for �-Pred(T; 4; 42)the tail of a oalesing run.pred(L; x) = maxfy 2 L j y � xg ;su(L; x) = minfy 2 L j y � xg ;max-gap(L) = maxf0; x2 � x1; x3 � x2; : : : ; xn � xn�1g ;�-pred(L; Æ; x) = minfy 2 L j y � x ^ max-gap(L \ [y; x℄) � Æg ;�-su(L; Æ; x) = maxfy 2 L j y � x ^ max-gap(L \ [x; y℄) � Æg :If L = (5; 7; 13; 14; 17; 21; 25; 30; 31), then pred(L; 20) = 17, su(L; 20) = 21,max-gap(L) = 13 � 7 = 6, �-pred(L; 4; 20) = 13, and �-su(L; 4; 20) = 25.Note that pred(L; x) = �-pred(L; 0; x) and su(L; x) = �-su(L; 0; x).In this setion we onsider an extension of hight-balaned trees where eahnode v in addition to key(v), height(v), left(v), right(v), and parent(v), whihrespetively stores the element at v, the height of the subtree Tv rooted at v,pointers to the left and right hildren of v and a pointer to the parent nodeof v, also stores the following information: previous(v) and next(v) are pointersto the nodes whih store the immediate predeessor and suessor elements ofkey(v) in the sorted list, min(v) and max(v) are pointers to the nodes storingthe smallest and largest elements in the subtree rooted at v, and max-gap(v)is the value of max-gap applied to the list of all elements in the subtree Tvrooted at v. The extended height-balaned tree for the tree in Figure 2 isshown in Figure 3 (previous and next pointers are omitted in the �gure).If v has a left hild v1, min(v) points to min(v1). Otherwise min(v) pointsto v. Symmetrially, if v has a right hild v2, max(v) points to max(v2).Otherwise max(v) points to v. If v stores element e and has a left hild v1 and
8



a right hild v2, then max-gap(v) an be omputed asmax-gap(v) = maxf0;max-gap(v1);max-gap(v2);key(v)� key(max(v1)); key(min(v2))� key(v)g : (1)If v1 and/or v2 do not exist, then the expression is redued by removing theparts of the expression involving the missing nodes/node. The equation an beused to reompute the information at nodes being rotated when rebalaninga height-balaned searh tree. Similar to the funtion max-gap(L) and theoperation max-gap(v), we an de�ne and support the funtion min-gap(L)and the operation min-gap(v).The operations we onsider supported for an extended height-balanedtree T are the following, where e1; : : : ; ek denotes a sorted list of k distintelements. The output of the four last operations is a list of k pointers tonodes in T ontaining the answer to eah searh key ei.� MultiInsert(T; e1; : : : ; ek) inserts (or merges) the k elements into T .� MultiPred(T; e1; : : : ; ek) for eah ei �nds pred(T; ei).� MultiSu(T; e1; : : : ; ek) for eah ei �nds su(T; ei).� Multi-�-Pred(T; Æ; e1; : : : ; ek) for eah ei �nds �-pred(T; Æ; ei).� Multi-�-Su(T; Æ; e1; : : : ; ek) for eah ei �nds �-su(T; Æ; ei).We merge two height-balaned trees T and T 0, jT j � jT 0j, by inserting theelements in T 0 into T , i.e. MultiInsert(T; e1; e2; : : : ; ek) where e1; e2; : : : ; ek arethe elements in T 0 in sorted order. The following theorem states the runningtime of the operations.Theorem 3 Eah of the operations MultiInsert, MultiPred, MultiSu, Multi-�-Pred, and Multi-�-Su an be performed in time O(k �maxf1; log(n=k)g),where n is the size of the tree and k the number elements to be inserted orsearhed for.Proof. If k � n, then we an in time O(n) onvert T to a linear list and answerall multi-queries by performing a linear san of the list of elements from T andthe list (e1; : : : ; ek). MultiInsert an be performed in time O(n) by merging thetwo lists and building a new height-balaned tree. In the following we withoutloss of generality assume k � n.Brown and Tarjan in [10℄ show how to merge two (standard) height-balaned trees in time O(k �maxf1; log(n=k)g), espeially their algorithm per-forms k top-down searhes in time O(k �maxf1; log(n=k)g). Sine a searh foran element e either �nds the element e or the predeessor/suessor of e itfollows that MultiPred and MultiSu an be omputed in time O(k � maxf1;9



log(n=k)g) using the previous and next pointers. The implementation of Mul-tiInsert follows from the algorithm of [10℄ by observing that only the O(k �maxf1; log(n=k)g) nodes visited by the merging need to have their assoi-ated min, max and max-gap information reomputed due to the inserted el-ements, and the reomputation an be done in a traversal of these nodes intime O(k �maxf1; log(n=k)g) using Equation 1.We now onsider the Multi-�-Pred operation. The Multi-�-Su operationis implemented symmetrially to theMulti-�-Pred operation, and the details ofMulti-�-Su are therefore omitted. The �rst step of Multi-�-Pred is to applyMultiPred, suh that for eah ei we �nd the node vi with key(vi) = pred(T; ei).By de�nition �-pred(T; Æ; ei) = �-pred(T; Æ; key(vi)). Figure 4 ontains odefor omputing �-pred(T; Æ; key(vi)). The proedure �-pred(v; Æ) �nds for anode v in T the node v0 with key(v0) = �-pred(T; Æ; key(v)). The proedureuses the two reursive proedures �-pred-max(v; Æ) and �-pred-min(v; Æ) whih�nd nodes v0 and v00 satisfying respetively key(v0) = �-pred(Tv; Æ; key(max(v)))and key(v00) = �-pred(T; Æ; key(min(v))). Note that �-pred-max only hassearh domain Tv. The searh �-pred(v; Æ) basially proeeds in two steps:in the �rst step a path from v is followed upwards to some anestor w of vusing �-pred-min, and in the seond step a path is followed from w to thedesended of w with key �-pred(T; Æ; key(v)) using �-pred-max. See Figure 3for a possible searh path.A �-predeessor searh an be done in time O(log n), implying that we an�nd k �-predeessors in time O(k logn). To improve this time bound we applydynami programming. Observe that eah all to �-pred-min orrespondsto following a hild-parent edge and eah all to �-pred-max orresponds tofollowing a parent-hild edge. By memorizing the results of the alls to �-pred-min and �-pred-max it follows that eah edge is \traversed" in eah diretionat most one, that all alls to �-pred-min and textsf�-pred-max orrespondto edges in at most k leaf-to-root paths.From [10, Lemma 6℄ we have the statement: If T is a height-balaned treewith n nodes, and T 0 is a subtree of T with at most k leaves, then T 0 ontainsO(k�maxf1; log(n=k)g) nodes and edges. We onlude thatMulti-�-Pred takestime O(k �maxf1; log(n=k)g), sine the time required for the k alls to �-Predis O(k) plus the number of non-memorized reursive alls. 2The \smaller-half trik" states that if eah node v in a binary tree suppliesa term O(k), where k is the number of leaves in the smallest subtree rootedat a hild of v, then the sum over all terms is O(N logN). The \smaller-halftrik" is essential to the running time of several methods for �nding tandemrepeats [6, 11, 26℄. Our method for �nding maximal quasiperiodi substringsuses a stronger version of the \smaller-half trik" hinted at in [22, Exerise 35℄and stated in Lemma 6. The lemma implies that we at every node in a binary10



pro �-pred(v; Æ)if left(v) 6= nil and key(v)� key(max(left(v))) > Æreturn vif left(v) = nil or max-gap(left(v)) � Æreturn �-pred-min(v; Æ)return �-pred-max(left(v); Æ)pro �-pred-max(v; Æ)if right(v) 6= nil and (max-gap(right(v)) > Æ or key(min(right(v))) � key(v) > Æ)return �-pred-max(right(v); Æ))if left(v) = nil or (key(v)� key(max(left(v))) > Æreturn vreturn �-pred-max(left(v); Æ))pro �-pred-min(v; Æ)if parent(v) = nilreturn min(v)if v = left(parent(v))return �-pred-min(parent(v); Æ)if key(min(v)) � key(parent(v)) > Æreturn min(v)if left(parent(v)) 6= nil and key(parent(v)) � key(max(left(parent(v)))) > Æreturn parent(v)if left(parent(v)) 6= nil and max-gap(left(parent(v))) > Æreturn �-pred-max(left(parent(v)); Æ))return �-pred-min(parent(v); Æ)Figure 4: Code for omputing the �-predeessor of a node in an extendedheight-balaned tree.tree with N leaves an perform a �xed number of the operations stated inTheorem 3, with n and k as stated in the lemma, in total time O(N logN).Lemma 6 If eah internal node v in a binary tree with N leaves supplies aterm O(k log(n=k)), where n is the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at vand k � n=2 is the number of leaves in the smallest subtree rooted at a hildof v, then the sum over all terms is O(N logN).Proof. As the terms are O(k log(n=k)) we an �nd onstants, a and b, suhthat the terms are upper bounded by a+ bk log(n=k). We will by indution inthe number of leaves of the binary tree prove that the sum is upper boundedby (N � 1)a+ bN logN = O(N logN).11



If the tree is a leaf then the upper bound holds vauously. Now assumeindutively that the upper bound holds for all trees with at most N�1 leaves.Consider a tree with N leaves where the number of leaves in the subtreesrooted at the two hildren of the root are k and N � k where 0 < k � N=2.Aording to the indution hypothesis the sum over all nodes in these twosubtrees, i.e. the sum over all nodes of in the tree exept the root, is boundedby (k � 1)a+ bk log k+ ((N � k)� 1)a+ b(N � k) log(N � k). The the entiresum is thus bounded bya+ bk log(N=k) + (k � 1)a+bk log k + ((N � k)� 1)a+ b(N � k) log(N � k)= (N � 1)a+ bk logN + b(N � k) log(N � k)< (N � 1)a+ bk logN + b(N � k) logN= (N � 1)a+ bN logNwhih proves the lemma. 25 AlgorithmThe algorithm to �nd all maximal quasiperiodi substrings in a string S �rstonstruts the suÆx tree T (S) of S in time O(n) using any existing suÆx treeonstrution algorithm, e.g. [13, 21, 29, 30℄, and then proesses T (S) in twophases. Eah phase involves one or more traversals of T (S). In the �rst phasethe algorithm identi�es all nodes of T (S) with a superprimitive path-label. Inthe seond phase the algorithm reports the maximal quasiperiodi substringsin S. This is done by reporting the oalesing runs at the nodes whih in the�rst phase were identi�ed to have superprimitive path-labels.To identify nodes with superprimitive path-labels we apply the onepts ofquestions, harateristi ourrenes of a path-label, and sentinels of a node.Let v be a non-leaf node in T (S) and u 6= v an anestor node of v in T (S).Let v1 and v2 be the two leftmost hildren of v, and i1 = min(LL(v1)) andi2 = min(LL(v2)). A question posed to u is a triple (i; j; v) where i 2 LL(v) �LL(u) and j = i+ jL(v)j � jL(u)j 2 LL(u), and the answer to the question istrue if and only if i and j are in the same oalesing run at u. We de�ne the twoourrenes of L(v) at positions i1 and i2 to be the harateristi ourrenesof L(v), and de�ne the sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 of v as the positions immediatelyafter the two harateristi ourrenes of L(v), i.e. v̂1 = i1 + jL(v)j andv̂2 = i2+ jL(v)j. Sine i1 and i2 are indies in leaf-lists of two distint hildrenof v, we have S[v̂1℄ 6= S[v̂2℄. In the following we let SL(v) be the list of thesentinels of the nodes in the subtree rooted at v in T (S). Sine there are twosentinels for eah non-leaf node jSL(v)j � 2jLL(v)j � 2.Theorem 1 implies the following tehnial lemma whih forms the basis fordeteting nodes with superprimitive path-labels in T (S).12



Lemma 7 The path-label L(v) is quasiperiodi if and only if there exists asentinel v̂ of v, and an anestor w of v (possibly w = v) for whih there existsj 2 LL(w)\ ℄v̂�2�min-gap(LL(w)) ; v̂[ suh that (v̂�jL(v)j; j; v) is a questionthat an be posed and answered suessfully at an anestor node u 6= v of w(possibly u = w) with jL(u)j = v̂ � j and min-gap(LL(u)) > jL(u)j=2.Proof. If there exists a question (v̂�jL(v)j; v̂�jL(u)j; v) that an be answeredsuessfully at u, then v̂ � jL(v)j and v̂ � jL(u)j are in the same run at u, i.e.L(u) overs L(v) and L(v) is quasiperiodi.If L(v) is quasiperiodi, we have from Theorem 1 that there for i` =v̂`�jL(v)j, where ` = 1 or ` = 2, exists an anestor node u 6= v of v where bothi` and i`+jL(v)j�jL(u)j belong to a oalesing run at u and min-gap(LL(u)) >jL(u)j=2. The lemma follows by letting w = u and j = v̂` � jL(u)j. 2Sine j and v̂ uniquely determines the question (v̂ � jL(v)j; j; v), it fol-lows that in order to deide the superprimitivity of all nodes it is suÆientfor eah node w to �nd all pairs (v̂; j) where v̂ 2 SL(w) and j 2 LL(w) \℄v̂ � 2 �min-gap(LL(w)) ; v̂[, or equivalently j 2 LL(w) and v̂ 2 SL(w) \℄j ; j + 2 �min-gap(LL(w))[. Furthermore, if v̂ and j result in a question at w,but j 2 LL(w0) and v̂ 2 SL(w0) for some hild w0 of w, then v̂ and j resultin the same question at w0 sine min-gap(LL(w0)) � min-gap(LL(w)), i.e. weonly need to �nd all pairs (v̂; j) at w where v̂ and j ome from two distinthildren of w. We an now state the details of the algorithm.Phase I { Marking nodes with quasiperiodi path-labelsIn Phase I we mark all nodes in T (S) that have a quasiperiodi path-labelby performing three traversals of T (S). We �rst make a depth-�rst traver-sal of T (S) where we for eah node v ompute min-gap(LL(v)). We do thisby onstruting for eah node v a searh tree TLL(v) that stores LL(v) andsupports the operations in Setion 4. In partiular the root of TLL(v) shouldstore the value min-gap(TLL(v)) to be assigned to v. If v is a leaf, TLL(v)only ontains the index annotated to v. If v is an internal node, we on-strut TLL(v) by merging the TLL trees of the hildren of v from left-to-rightwhen these have been omputed. If the hildren of v are v1; : : : ; vk we mergeTLL(v1); : : : ; TLL(vi+1) by performing a binary merge of TLL(vi+1) with theresult of merging TLL(v1); : : : ; TLL(vi). As a side e�et of omputing TLL(v)the TLL trees of the hildren of v are destroyed. We pose and answer ques-tions in two traversals of T (S) explained below as Step 1 and Step 2. For eahnode v we let Q(v) ontain the list of questions posed at v. Inititially Q(v) isempty.
13



Step 1 (Generating questions) In this step we perform a depth-�rsttraversal of T (S). At eah node v we onstrut searh trees TLL(v) and TSL(v)whih store respetively LL(v) and SL(v) and support the operations men-tioned in Setion 4. For a non-leaf node v with leftmost hildren v1 and v2, weompute the sentinels of v as v̂1 = min(TLL(v1)) and v̂2 = min(TLL(v2)). TheTLL trees need to be reomputed sine these are destroyed in the �rst traversalof T (S). The omputation of TSL(v) is done similarly to the omputation ofTLL(v) by merging the TSL lists of the hildren of v from left-to-right, exeptthat after the merging the TSL trees of the hildren we also need to insert thetwo sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 in TSL(v).We visit node v, and all it the urrent node, when the TLL and TSL treesat the hildren of v are available. During the depth-�rst traversal we maintainan array depth suh that depth(k) is a referene to the node u on the path fromthe urrent node to the root with jL(u)j = k if suh a node exists. Otherwisedepth(k) has the value undef. We maintain depth by setting depth(jL(u)j) to uwhen we arrive at u from its parent, and setting depth(jL(u)j) to undef whenwe return from u to its parent.When v is the urrent node we have from Lemma 7 that it is suÆientto generate questions for pairs (ŵ; j) where ŵ and j ome from two di�erenthildren of v. We do this while merging the TLL and TSL trees of the hildren.Let the hildren of v be v1; : : : ; vk. Assume LLi = LL(v1) [ � � � [ LL(vi) andSLi = SL(v1) [ � � � [ SL(vi) has been omputed as TLLi and TSLi and weare in the proess of omputing LLi+1 and SLi+1. The questions we needto generate while omputing LLi+1 and SLi+1 are those where j 2 LLi andŵ 2 SL(vi+1) or j 2 LL(vi+1) and ŵ 2 SLi. Assume j 2 TLL and ŵ 2 TSL,where either TLL = TLLi and TSL = TSL(vi+1) or TLL = TLL(vi+1) andTSL = TSLi . There are two ases. If jTLLj � jTSLj we loate eah j 2 TLLin TSL by performing a MultiSu operation. Using the next pointers we anthen for eah j report those ŵ 2 TSL where ŵ 2 ℄j ; j +min-gap(v)[. IfjTLLj > jTSLj we loate eah ŵ 2 TSL in TLL by performing a MultiPredoperation. Using the previous pointers we an then for eah ŵ report thosej 2 TSL where j 2 ℄ŵ �min-gap(v) ; ŵ[. The two sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 of vare handled similarly to the later ase by performing two searhes in TLL(v)and using the previous pointers to generate the required pairs involving thesentinels v̂1 and v̂2 of v.For a pair (ŵ; j) generated at the urrent node v we generate a question(ŵ�jL(w)j; j; w) about desendent w of v with sentinel ŵ and pose the questionat anestor u = depth(ŵ � j) by inserting (ŵ � jL(w)j; j; w) into Q(u). If udoes not exists, i.e. depth(ŵ � j) is undef, or min-gap(LL(u)) � jL(u)j=2 thenno question is posed.
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Step 2 (Answering questions) Let Q(v) be the set of questions posed atnode v in Step 1. If there is a oalesing run R in C(v) and a question (i; j; w)in Q(v) suh that minR � i < j � maxR, then i and j are in the sameoalesing run at v and we mark node w as having a quasiperiodi path-label.We identify eah oalesing run R in C(v) by the tuple (minR;maxR). Weanswer question (i; j; w) in Q(v) by deiding if there is a run (minR;maxR)in C(v) suh that minR � i < j � maxR. If the questions (i; j; w) in Q(v)and runs (minR;maxR) in C(v) are sorted lexiographially, we an answerall questions by a linear san through Q(v) and C(v). In the following wedesribe how to generate C(v) in sorted order and how to sort Q(v).Construting oalesing runs The oalesing runs are generated in atraversal of T (S). At eah node v we onstrut TLL(v) storing LL(v). Weonstrut TLL(v) by merging the TLL trees of the hildren of v from left-to-right. A oalesing run R in LL(v) ontains an index from at least two distinthildren of v, i.e. there are indies i0 2 LL(v1) and i00 2 LL(v2) in R for twodistint hildren v1 and v2 of v suh that i0 < i00 are neighbors in LL(v) andi00 � i0 � jL(v)j. We say that i0 is a seed of R. We identify R by the tuple(minR;maxR). We have minR = �-pred(LL(v); jL(v)j; i0) and maxR = �-su(LL(v); jL(v)j; i0).To onstrut C(v) we ollet seeds ir1 ; ir2 ; : : : ; irk of every oalesing runin LL(v) in sorted order. This done by heking while merging the TLL treesof the hildren of v if an index gets a new neighbor in whih ase the in-dex an be identi�ed as a seed. Sine eah insertion at most generates twoseeds we an ollet all seeds into a sorted list while performing the merg-ing. From the seeds we an ompute the �rst and last index of the oa-lesing runs by doing Multi-�-Pred(TLL(v); jL(v)j; ir1 ; ir2 ; : : : ; irk) and Multi-�-Su(TLL(v); jL(v)j; ir1 ; ir2 ; : : : ; irk). Sine we might have olleted severalseeds of the same run, the list of oalesing runs R1; R2; : : : ; Rk might ontainduplets whih an be removed by reading through the list one. Sine theseeds is olleted in sorted order, the resulting list of runs is also sorted.Sorting the questions We ollet the elements in Q(v) for every node vin T (S) into a single list Q that ontains all question (i; j; w) posed at nodesin T (S). We annotate every element in Q with the node v it was olletedfrom. By onstrution every question (i; j; w) posed at a node in T (S) satis�esthat 0 � i < j < n. We an thus sort the elements in Q lexiographiallywith respet to i and j using radix sort. After sorting the elements in Q wedistribute the questions bak to the proper nodes in sorted order by a linearsan through Q.
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Phase II { Reporting maximal quasiperiodi substringsAfter Phase I all nodes that have a quasiperiodi path-label are marked, i.e.all unmarked nodes are nodes that have a superprimitive path-label. By The-orem 2 we report all maximal quasiperiodi substrings by reporting the oa-lesing runs at every node that has a superprimitive path-label. In a traversalof the marked suÆx tree we as in Phase I onstrut C(v) at every unmarkednode and report for every R in C(v) the triple (minR;maxR; jL(v)j) thatidenti�es the orresponding maximal quasiperiodi substring.6 Running timeIn every phase of the algorithm we traverse the suÆx tree and onstrut ateah node v searh trees that stores LL(v) and/or SL(v). At every node v weonstrut various lists by onsidering the hildren of v from left-to-right andperform a onstant number of the operations in Theorem 3. Sine the overallmerging of information in T (S) is done by binary merging we by Lemma 6have that this amounts to time O(n logn) in total. To generate and answerquestions we use time proportional to the total number of questions generated.Lemma 8 state that the number of questions is bounded by O(n logn). Weonlude that the running time of the algorithm is O(n logn).Lemma 8 At most O(n logn) questions are generated.Proof. We prove that eah of the 2n sentinels an at most result in the genera-tion of O(log n) questions. Consider a sentinel ŵ of node w and assume that itgenerates a question (ŵ�jL(w)j; j; w) at node v. Sine ŵ� j < 2 �min-gap(v),j is either pred(LL(v); ŵ � 1) (a question of Type A) or the left neighbor ofpred(LL(v); ŵ � 1) in LL(v) (a question of Type B). For ŵ we �rst onsiderall indies resulting in questions of Type A along the path from w to the root.Note that this is an inreasing sequene of indies. We now show that thedistane of ŵ to the indies is geometrially dereasing, i.e. there are at mostO(log n) questions generated of Type A. Let j and j0 be two onseutive in-dies resulting in questions of Type A at node v and at an anestor node u ofv. Sine j < j0 < ŵ and j0 � j � min-gap(u) and ŵ � j0 < 2 �min-gap(u), wehave that ŵ� j0 < 23(ŵ� j). Similarly we an bound the number of questionsgenerated of Type B for sentinel ŵ by O(log n). 27 Ahieving linear spaeStoring the suÆx tree T (S) uses spae O(n). During a traversal of the suÆxtree we onstrut searh trees as explained. Sine no element, index or sentinel,16



at any time is stored in more than a onstant number of searh trees, storingthe searh trees uses spae O(n). Unfortunately, storing the sets C(v) andQ(v)of oalesing runs and questions at every node v in the suÆx tree uses spaeO(n logn). To redue the spae onsumption we must thus avoid to store C(v)and Q(v) at all nodes simultaneously. The trik is to modify Phase I toalternate between generating and answering questions.We observe that generating questions and oalesing runs (Step 1 and the�rst part of Step 2) an be done in a single traversal of the suÆx tree. Thistraversal is Part 1 of Phase I. Answering questions (the last part of Step 1)is Part 2 of Phase I. To redue the spae used by the algorithm to O(n) wemodify Phase I to alternate in rounds between Part 1 (generating questionsand oalesing runs) and Part 2 (answering questions).We say that node v is ready if C(v) is available and all questions fromit has been generated, i.e. Part 1 has been performed on it. If node v isready then all nodes in its subtree are ready. Sine all questions to node vare generated at nodes in its subtree, this implies that Q(v) is also available.By de�nition no oalesing runs are stored at non-ready nodes and Lemma 9states that only O(n) questions are stored at non-ready nodes. In a roundwe produe ready nodes (perform Part 1) until the number of questions plusoalesing runs stored at nodes readied in the round exeed n, we then answerthe questions (perform Part 2) at nodes readied in the round. After a roundwe dispose questions and oalesing runs stored at nodes readied in the round.We ontinue until all nodes in the suÆx tree have been visited.Lemma 9 There are at most O(n) questions stored at non-ready nodes.Proof. Let v be a node in T (S) suh that all nodes on the path from v tothe root are non-ready. Consider a sentinel ŵ orresponding to a node inthe subtree rooted at v. Assume that three questions (ŵ � jL(w)j; j0; w),(ŵ � jL(w)j; j00; w) and (ŵ � jL(w)j; j000; w) where j0 < j00 < j000, beauseof ŵ have been posed to anestors of v, i.e. non-ready nodes. Considernode u = depth(ŵ � j0). Sine question (ŵ � jL(w)j; j0; w) is posed at u,min-gap(LL(u)) > jL(u)j=2. Sine j0; j00; j000 2 LL(u) and j000 � j0 � ŵ � j0 =jL(u)j, min-gap(LL(u)) � minfj00 � j0; j000 � j00g � jL(u)j=2. This ontraditsthat min-gap(LL(u)) > jL(u)j=2 and shows that eah sentinel has generatedat most two questions to non-ready nodes. The lemma follows beause thereare at most 2n sentinels in total. 2Alternating between Part 1 and Part 2 learly results in generating andanswering the same questions as if Part 1 and Part 2 were performed with-out alternation. The orretness of the algorithm is thus una�eted by themodi�ation of Phase I. Now onsider the running time. The running timeof a round an be divided into time spent on readying nodes (Part 1) and17



time spent on answering questions (Part 2). The total time spent on readyingnodes is learly una�eted by the alternation. To onlude the same for thetotal time spent on answering questions, we must argue that the time spendon sorting the posed questions in eah round is proportional to the time oth-erwise spend in the round. The ruial observation is that eah round takestime 
(n) for posing questions and identifying oalesing runs, implying thatthe O(n) term in eah radix sorting is negletable. We onlude that the run-ning time is una�eted by the modi�ation of Phase I. Finally onsider thespae used by the modi�ed algorithm. Besides storing the suÆx tree and thesearh trees whih uses spae O(n), it only stores O(n) questions and oales-ing runs at nodes readied in the urrent round (by onstrution of a round)and O(n) questions at non-ready nodes (by Lemma 9). In summary we havethe following theorem.Theorem 4 All maximal quasiperiodi substrings of a string of length n anbe found in time O(n logn) and spae O(n).8 ConlusionWe have presented an algorithm that �nds all maximal quasiperiodi sub-strings of a string of length n in time O(n logn) and spae O(n). Besidesimproving on a previous algorithm by Apostolio and Ehrenfeuht, the al-gorithm demonstrates the usefulness of suÆx trees ombined with eÆientmethods for merging and performing multiple searhes in searh trees. Webelieve that the tehniques presented in this paper ould also be useful inimproving the running time of the algorithm for the string statisti problempresented by Apostolio and Preparata [7℄ to O(n log n).Referenes[1℄ G. M. Adel'son-Vel'skii and Y. M. Landis. An algorithm for the organi-zation of information. Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, 146:263{266, 1962.English translation in Soviet Math. Dokl., 3:1259{1262.[2℄ A. V. Aho, J. E. Hopraft, and J. D. Ullman. The Design and Analysis ofComputer Algorithms. Addison{Wesley, Reading, Massahusetts, 1974.[3℄ A. Apostolio and D. Breslauer. Of periods, quasiperiods, repetitions andovers. In A seletion of essays in honor of A. Ehrenfeuht, volume 1261of Leture Notes in Computer Siene. Springer, 1997.[4℄ A. Apostolio and A. Ehrenfeuht. EÆient detetion of quasiperiodiitiesin strings. Theoretial Computer Siene, 119:247{265, 1993.18
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